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With a federal election looming, Peter Clarke talks to the director of ABC News, Kate Torney, about the
challenges facing the corporation’s news-gatherers

All about information flow: ABC news director Kate Torney. ABC
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WITH a federal election looming, the ABC will be under intensified pressure to deliver what its critics see as
impartial and balanced coverage of parties and politics. In the hot seat is the corporation’s director of news, Kate
Torney. Peter Clarke talked to Kate not long after her appointment in 2009, and caught up with her again
recently for this extended conversation about the challenges facing ABC News on TV, radio and online.

In part 1, Kate Torney talks about issues including the ABC’s relationship with social media, news-gathering in
the digital age, the role of ABC News 24, and decisions about the deployment of ABC resources overseas. In part
2, she discusses the ABC’s approach to reporting the 2013 federal election, the ABC’s new fact-checking unit
and the possibilities opened up by continuing technological change.

• Inside Story published before August 2016 are now archived in iTunes – just click here and scroll down
the list of titles in reverse chronological order.

Mentioned during the interview…

• Inside Story’s November 2009 interview with Kate Torney

• Jay Rosen on The Future of Context

• Peter Clarke’s analysis of Leigh Sales’s March 2013 interview with Julia Gillard

• Reports from the Australian and the Sydney Morning Herald on the ABC’s fact-checking unit.
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Peter Clarke

Peter Clarke is a Melbourne-based broadcaster, writer and educator who teaches at RMIT and Swinburne
universities. He pioneered national talkback on Australian radio as the inaugural presenter of Offspring (now Life
Matters) on ABC Radio National. Podcast theme created by Ivan Clarke, Pang Productions
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A difficult neighbourhood

John Besemeres

A new account of Poland’s experience of the second world war helps fill a blank page in our historical
consciousness, writes John Besemeres

Unequal struggle: a street in Warsaw in the aftermath of the failed 1944 uprising against Nazi occupiers. Reuters
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